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of the Shakespeare's £1,210 violin has been immortalised in
a new video. In a bid to keep history straight on where the

violin is now, a new film uses wax models to illustrate where
the priceless artefact should be buried in Stratford-upon-

Avon, and a number of theories as to what the story behind
the alleged £1,210 Bechstein may actually be. A number of
conspiracy theories about the Bechstein have existed since
it was first used by the King of England’s troupe, the King’s

Men, in 1722. The film includes wax models of the
Bechstein’s original 18th century frame and violin, and it

has been put together by Anne Blake, who teaches History
at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland. Speaking to the
BBC, she said: “The video is aimed at anybody, be they

musicians, teachers or scholars and is a great way to get
people talking about the violin and the issues that surround

it.” In an extended version of her talk, Anne Blake
presented a number of theories as to where the alleged

£1,210 violin actually is now. Some of the biggest
conspiracy theories have been around how the violin came
to be in the possession of William Shakespeare. Bechstein

violin William Shakespeare? Image:
theshakespeareviolin.com In the film, Blake details the
theory that the violin, which was thought to be the first

Bechstein made in England, was taken to Stratford to be
given to Shakespeare during his lifetime, c6a93da74d
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